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otsav dj is not a stand-alone application but can be used as the centerpiece of a dj environment.
otsav dj delivers all the features of our other dj software plus several built-in features like: automatic

beat-mixing and fade-mixing. the otsav dj beat-mixing algorithm is based on detailed study of the
way people mix tracks together. it's designed to create a seamless feel and deliver the best mix

possible. it's a research-based algorithm developed by otsav. it's not based on any specific dj style.
otsav dj also works with the iaudio/idj softsynth from ots labs. this allows you to use your dj

computer to sequence and record the software synth tracks with the software synth's audio inputs.
that way you can perform the sequences and record the individual tracks with the synth running off

of the computer, rather than running from an external synth or effect box. finally, the otsav dj
software can interface with our idj-a deck, an akai mpc style dj controller. use the idj-a deck to

control the otsav dj software and launch the otsav dj editor software. the idj-a deck can act as a
second otsav dj hardware unit for a small club or event. it can also be used as a standalone midi

controller with two track pads. it works with both otsav dj editions - audio only and audio/video/midi.
this is an absolute and complete design and implementation requirement. this design decision was
made early in the game and it has not changed over the years. it's the reason why otsav is such a
robust application. but it's not the only reason. otsav is also highly engineered with several other

design and implementation choices and characteristics designed to not interfere with this stability.
for example, when the application starts up, it will initialize all its realtime audio code in its own

separate thread. this is a very important characteristic in terms of how the application handles and
responds to interrupts. that means it's not in your face, for example, and it's not going to alter your
system in a way you didn't expect it to. it'll just quietly continue to do its work. and this is the case

for the entire otsav application.
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otsav's media manipulation capabilities are not
limited to only audio and video. the program can be
used to transcode media files, including from one

file format to another. it can be used to crop, resize
and rearrange media files (for example as a photo

gallery). it can be used to add metadata, including a
timecode, and the program can be used to convert
media files to a number of file formats, including to

its own ots media format. it can also be used to
stream media directly to a usb device such as a

portable music player or a hifi system. also included
in the otsav dj package are: pre-recorded tracks and

midi loops, our on-screen mixer, and our popular
onscreen playback with a simple and intuitive

interface, a hardware fx processor, and a built-in
effects and dynamics processor. this combined with

the included otsav dj editor software means that
you can create, edit and alter your own mixes with
ease. the included on-screen mixer software allows

you to run an unlimited number of tracks at the
same time, all displayed on the same screen. this
means the mixer in your right hand never goes

away while you're mixing your tracks with your left
hand. editing with otsav dj is a breeze with the

included otsav editor software. drag and drop tracks
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to make beat-mixes, or arrange tracks by ear. adjust
eq, reverb and dynamics. create custom effects -

like a delay, flanger, chorus and phaser. save your
tracks for use later. you can even add a time display
to the video track and graph the beat of your song

to a moving line on the video screen. enjoy the
added convenience of making your own music with

the included otsav dj! 5ec8ef588b
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